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Abstract—The emission of light from each junction in a series-
connected multij unction solar cell both complicates and elucidates 
the understanding of its performance under arbitrary conditions. 
Bringing together many recent advances in this understanding, 
we present a general 1-D model to describe luminescent cou-
pling that arises from both voltage-driven electroluminescence and 
voltage-independent photoluminescence in nonideal junctions that 
include effects such as Sah-Noyce-Shockley (SNS) recombination 
with n * 2, Auger recombination, shunt resistance, reverse-bias 
breakdown, series resistance, and significant dark area losses. The 
individual junction voltages and currents are experimentally deter-
mined from measured optical and electrical inputs and outputs of 
the device within the context of the model to fit parameters that de-
scribe the devices performance under arbitrary input conditions. 
Techniques to experimentally fit the model are demonstrated for a 
four-junction inverted metamorphic solar cell, and the predictions 
of the model are compared with concentrator flash measurements. 
Index Terms—Electroluminescence (EL), luminescent coupling 
(LC), multijunction solar cells, photoluminescence (PL). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
T HE series-connected multijunction solar cell is an opto-electronic device formed from a stack of p-n junctions 
with differing bandgaps interconnected with tunnel junctions, 
resulting in a simple two-terminal electrical output. Each junc-
tion in the stack captures a portion of the incident spectrum with 
energy greater than its bandgap and passes lower energy photons 
to subsequent junctions. When a device is properly designed, a 
nearly equivalent photocurrent is generated in each junction, and 
photogenerated voltages add to convert a broad solar spectrum 
into electrical power extremely efficiently. Indeed, conversion 
efficiencies as high as 46% have been demonstrated in series-
connected four-junction devices at high concentration [l]-[4]. 
This device design has found favor in applications where the 
high efficiency and simplicity of use are particularly valued, such 
as space power and high-concentration photovoltaics (HCPV) 
systems. 
However, the internal workings of the series-connected multi-
junction device are not at all simple, and complete experimental 
characterization of the device within the framework of a com-
prehensive optoelectronic model to describe its output under 
arbitrary input conditions (irradiance, spectrum, temperature, 
etc.) has been elusive. This type of characterization is particu-
larly important in the case of HCPV systems where the input 
conditions are continuously changing and yet the true figure of 
merit is the annual energy production, rather than the efficiency 
under a single reference spectrum. Such modeling is also useful 
to understand the fundamental loss mechanisms in multijunction 
solar cells [5]. 
The p-n junction that is the basic component of these so-
lar cells is the same basic component of light emitting diodes 
(LED). Considering the reciprocal nature of light emission and 
collection in a p-n junction [6], it has been said that the best solar 
cells are also great light emitters [7]. Therefore, as solar cells 
have improved by reduction of nonradiative recombination, the 
amount of light emission has also increased. The emitted light 
both complicates and elucidates the analysis of the equivalent 
optoelectronic circuit. The effective transfer of current from one 
junction to another through emitted light is often referred to as 
radiative or luminescent coupling (LC). The basic phenomenon 
has been understood for some time now [8], [9], but in recent 
years, much progress has been made in connecting the basic 
concepts to the measureable properties of actual multijunction 
solar cells [10]—[16]. These previous treatments have often as-
sumed a two-diode model with ideality factors of exactly 1 and 
2, which facilitates an analytical treatment. Some of the prob-
lems associated with this simple model have been identified 
through a finite-element analysis of the optical and electrical 
continuity equations within a typical junction [17]. While an 
ideality factor of exactly 1 can be justified for recombination in 
the quasi-neutral region (QNR) under low-injection conditions, 
there is no physical reason that the Sah-Noyce-Shockley (SNS) 
recombination mechanism should result in an ideality of exactly 
2 [18]-[20]. Device designs that enhance the reabsorption of 
emitted photons within the same junction (photon recycling) 
through changes in the optical geometry such as the inclusion 
of back-surface reflectors (BSR) have lead to record-breaking 
efficiencies in single-junction GaAs solar cells [21], [22] and are 
under development to improve multijunction devices [23], [24]. 
The electrical transport properties of the semiconductor have 
even been shown to be enhanced by photon recycling effects 
[25], [26]. Additionally, quantitative analysis of the externally 
emitted light in dark electroluminescence (EL) measurements 
of multijunction solar cells has been shown to provide essential 
insight into the internal characteristics of the individual junc-
tions [27]-[29], but previous EL analyses had not accounted for 
LC that occurs during this "dark" measurement [30]. Finally, 
voltage-independent photoluminescence (PL) that results from 
charge separation (without photocurrent collection) in materials 
of finite mobility [31], [32] has been shown to be an important 
factor that also affects LC [33]. 
In this paper, we present a general model that incorporates 
all the known optical and electrical phenomena that affect the 
performance of real multijunction solar cells and can be em-
pirically fit to laboratory measurements. While previous work 
has lumped the LC effect into a single "LC efficiency" which 
has been defined in multiple ways throughout the literature [13], 
[14], [16], [17], we separate the various physical phenomena into 
parameters that can account for multiple types of experiment. 
The model accounts for LC that arises from both voltage-driven 
EL and voltage-independent PL and includes SNS recombina-
tion with an ideality factor not necessarily equal to 2, potential 
Auger recombination, lumped series resistance, junction shunt 
resistance, and reverse-bias breakdown (RBB). The model can 
be numerically solved with a straightforward algorithm to de-
scribe the entire J-V curve of a multijunction solar cell under 
arbitrary input conditions. We describe the experimental tech-
niques required to sensitively determine each parameter in the 
model. 
II. MODEL 
The model described here is a 1-D model that combines im-
portant 3-D effects such as distributed series resistance into 
"effective" parameters. We consider a series-connected multi-
junction device with a stack of m junctions and label them with 
subscripts starting at i = 1 from the illuminated direction. In this 
approach, we quantify the flow of charge (electrons or holes) 
and light (photons) between parallel infinite slabs of semicon-
ductor with units of [mA/cm2]. The familiar electrical current 
density units are also applied to photon flux because we take 
a detailed-balance approach, keeping track of particles that can 
reversibly be transformed between the two states; a photon can 
be converted into an electron-hole pair and an electron-hole 
pair can be converted into a photon. Not all photons are the 
same, so we bin them by type. For example, we define the flux 
of photons from an external light source illuminating the front 
of the multijunction device that are absorbed by the ;th junction 
and collected as photocurrent in that junction 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of optoelectronic equivalent circuit of a series-connected 
mutijunction (four junctions here) solar cell showing the measurable input and 
output channels. It is difficult to electrically probe inside the black box without 
changing the two-terminal device. 
where q is the elemental charge, and EQE¿ is the "actual" pho-
tovoltaic external quantum efficiency of the ;th junction that 
is a response to external illumination only and has been cor-
rected for artifacts resulting from LC [11], shunting [34], and 
RBB [35]. <^lllum is the illuminating spectrum given in units of 
[photons/s/nm/cm2] as a function of wavelength, A.. 
Currently, typical measurements of multijunction solar cells 
are focused on characterizing the current density versus voltage 
(J-V) curve of a device under a particular reference spectrum, 
such as 1-sun AM1.5 global, 1-sun AMO, or AMI.5 direct at 
some concentration. The premise of these laboratory measure-
ments is that the same J-V curve results for different simula-
tor spectra as long as each junction receives the same external 
photocurrent, Jfxt, as it would under the actual reference spec-
trum of interest. This is achieved in the laboratory on spectrally 
adjustable solar simulators using calibrated single-junction ref-
erence cells (RCs) and spectral mismatch correction [36]. This 
treats the multijunction solar cell as a "black box" and provides 
little information about the performance under differing illu-
mination conditions. Additional insight into what is happening 
inside the black box is gained by analyzing the only other output 
that can be measured, the emitted light! A schematic of the op-
toelectronic model with measureable inputs and output of this 
black box is shown in Fig. 1. 
A. Emission from Each Junction 
The reciprocal nature of the absorbed and emitted light has 
been exploited to determine the J-V characteristics of individ-
ual junctions within the black box using dark EL measurements 
[27]-[29]. Initial treatments, however, ignored the considerable 
LC that can take place during "dark" EL measurements [30]. 
Furthermore, a voltage-independent mechanism of light emis-
sion under illumination (i.e., PL) has recently been recognized 
to contribute to the emission in superposition (linear combina-
tion) with the voltage-driven EL for each junction [31], [32]. 
The spectrally dependent emission out the front (sun side) of 
a multijunction solar cell from each junction i, A<f>fm, when it 
is illuminated with a differential photon flux A</>-llum (A.¡n) at 
wavelength A.¡n, can be described by 
^<f>im (A.0ut) = PL¿ ( ^ o u t , ^ i n ) | y = 0 X A</>¿ " m (^in) 
+ EL ¿ (Aou t ,^ ) | d a r k (2a) 
where 
ELj (Xout,^/)ldark — EQEj (A.out ) 4>bb (^-out, T) 
qVj_ 
ekT - J (2b) 
PLj (A.0ut,A.in)|y=o is m e voltage-independent PL coupling 
factor, and EL¿ (A.out, V)|d a r k is the voltage-dependent, but 
illumination-independent EL. The reciprocity theorem [6] de-
scribes the EL portion of (2), where </>&& is the black body radi-
ation. 
An integration of (2) over all input and output wavelengths 
allows us to bin the photon flux emitted out the front of the 
device from each junction i as 
7 e m — -v- V-PC 
1 V > 0 
V < 0 
(3) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the cell temperature, 
V is the voltage across junction i, 7¿ quantifies the voltage-
independent PL from a particular junction, and JfG is the total 
photocurrent that is collected in junction i. Equation (3) would 
be more correctly expressed if JfG were replaced by the to-
tal flux of all photons that are absorbed within the junction 
(collected as photocurrent or not) but that is difficult to empiri-
cally quantify. Rather, we assume that the collection efficiency 
is good, and that the imperfect carrier collection can be folded 
into the empirical parameter 7¿. Jfh is the reverse saturation 
current in the detailed balance limit of an ideal junction with 
the absorption characteristics of junction i. It is ideal in the 
sense that only radiative recombination takes place without any 
parasitic loss of emitted photons which implies a perfect BSR. 
This critical parameter is the single quantification of the best 
possible performance of a junction (without using angle restric-
tion [37], [38]) and is the basis for all comparisons with real 
junctions. 
Assuming Lambertian or isotropic emission at the front, Jfb 
can be calculated simply from the junction EQE¿ and the black 
body emission distribution [6], [39] as 
Jfb = 2irq b?c2 EQE¿ (E) 
E2 
ekT 1 
dE (4) 
where c is the speed of light, and h is the Planck constant. While 
Jfh can, and should, be determined from the "actual" EQE of the 
junction (measurements corrected for LC, shunting, and RBB) 
using (4), it is convenient to relate Jfh to the bandgap, which is 
more intuitive and easier to use than Jfb. 
While the bandgap of the junction material is theoretically 
well defined, uncertainties can arise from traditional methods 
of extraction from the EQE or PL spectra when, for example, 
a BSR results in oscillations near the band-edge [39]. Rather, 
we define the junction bandgap, £f, to be the energy of a step-
function EQE that gives the same Jfh as the actual junction. 
This definition of the junction bandgap is dependent on the 
optical properties and geometry of the entire device and may 
not correlate exactly to the bandgap of the junction material 
(especially for indirect materials). Given a step-function EQE 
and neglecting the - 1 term in the denominator (which is justified 
for most bandgaps and temperatures of interest for solar cells), 
the integration of (4) gives a simple analytical expression [40]: 
Jfb [ÉLT 2-nq{kTf h?c2 
-E'i/kT 
(5) 
The inverse function Ef (Jfh, T) can also be calculated easily 
by numerically iterating the expression a few times. This rela-
tion also provides an important analytical relationship for the 
temperature dependence for solar cell behavior. 
B. Luminescent Coupling Between Junctions 
The total photocurrent (Jfc) is the result of all light that 
is absorbed and collected within a junction and includes contri-
butions from external illumination (Jfxt), as well as internally 
transferred LC light [13], [14]. Typically, the first junction has a 
high bandgap, with sequentially lower bandgaps stacked below, 
so that LC takes place only from the top downward and not 
upwards, because the earlier junctions are transparent to light 
emitted by subsequent junctions. In the case of optically thin 
junctions, significant LC light may be transferred between non-
adjacent junctions; therefore, we include it for completeness, 
but, for the most part, the primary LC will take place between 
adjacent junctions. The total photocurrent can be expressed as 
J, PC Jf 
i-i 
2_^Jki • 
k=l 
(6) 
Both the LC photocurrent ( J^ c ) transferred from junction k 
to junction i and the light emitted from the front of the device 
(J^m) are proportional to the total amount of light emitted 
from junction k. These proportionality constants are determined 
only by the optical properties and geometry of the structure. 
By defining average probabilities that a photon emitted from 
junction k will either 1) escape out the front of the device (P¡:sc), 
2) be reabsorbed within the same junction (-PAabs), or 3) be 
absorbed and collected as photocurrent in another junction i 
(Pki°), we can relate 
pLC 
TLC _ rki 
pese 
rk 
ki 
Tern n TI 
Jk — Pki-J) 
em 
k • (7) 
While Pf c ,P A a b and P ^ c may be estimated by optical mod-
eling of the layered stack as described in [21] and [41], they are 
difficult to measure directly. The geometrical optical coupling 
parameter (/3ki), on the other hand, is an empirical parameter 
that can be determined experimentally. I3ki should be a con-
stant as long as the optical geometry remains constant. If the 
location of emission within the junction or the optical mate-
rial parameters change (e.g., with T), ¡3ki may change because 
that changes the optical geometry. For example, the spatial dis-
tribution of emission within the junction may be different be-
tween the PL|y=0 and EL|dark mechanisms of emission [33], 
but to first approximation, we will assume that I3ki is constant 
at a given temperature. For adjacent optically thick junctions, 
Pk,k+i ~ n2, where n is the index of refraction of the semi-
conductor layers, but can be as high as f3ktk+i ~ 4n2 - 1 for 
optically thin junctions [21]. Note that imperfect collection ef-
ficiency within junction i or parasitic absorption between the 
junctions will reduce ¡3ki from these upper limits. 
While the analysis presented here does not rely on the inde-
pendent values of Pfsc and _Ffbs for each junction, it is interest-
ing to note that they can be used to relate the external radiative 
efficiency (iysext) of each junction i to the internal radiative effi-
ciency (ri\nt) [7], [21] as 
rti 
rt'Pt 
1 " rfTPi int Dabs (8) 
This internal radiative efficiency is an absolute metric of the 
junction quality at a given current density. The relation is also 
useful to provide upper limits of the external radiative effi-
ciency for a given optical geometry and can define an internal 
radiative limit [42] (?y-nt = l) that is more realistic than the 
overly optimistic detailed balance limit without any photon loss 
{ViKt = !)• The external radiative limit implies that there can 
be no LC (/3ik = 0) or parasitic photon absorption of any kind, 
since all emitted light must escape out the front of the device. 
The internal radiative limit in the absence of a perfect reflector, 
on the other hand, requires some photon loss such as LC and 
places a lower limit on Jf1: 
Pi 
jdb — p e s e 
abs 
> i 
k>i 
A \k- (9) 
This relationship can be used to derive the classical solutions 
for the internal radiative limit of individual junctions in specific 
geometrical cases. Three cases are outlined in [37]: Structure I is 
the case of an optically thick junction on an absorbing substrate 
which is equivalent to a subsequent absorbing junction (de-
scribed by Henry [43]) and results in Jf1 = (l + n2) Jfh using 
the limiting values of _Ff scand PfJS given in [21]. Structure II is 
the case of a perfect BSR that gives Jf1 = Jfh. Structure III is 
the case of an ideal bifacial cell (treated by Shockley-Queisser 
[44]) that gives Jf1 = 2Jfh since photon escape is equally likely 
from the front and back of the cell. 
C. Electrical Circuit 
In a series-connected multijunction solar cell, the voltage 
across the entire device, V, for a given current density, / , is just 
the sum of the voltages of each series-connected component 
including the equivalent series resistance [12]: 
v(j) = j-Rsei+yvi(j) 
; = i 
(10) 
where V¡(J) is the voltage across the ;th junction, and Rsei 
is the lumped series resistance, which accounts for all con-
tact resistances, sheet resistances, effective resistances across 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of electrical equivalent circuit of each junction i within a 
multijunction solar cell. 
all tunnel junctions (well below their peak tunneling current) 
and other heterobarriers, etc. We do not treat the behavior at 
currents greater than the peak tunneling currents or the effect of 
distributed series resistance here. 
The equivalent model of each junction includes several ele-
ments occurring in parallel, such as a current source from the 
photocurrent, the LED, a reverse breakdown diode, and a shunt 
resistance. The sum of all of these parallel currents within each 
junction must equal the total current flowing through the entire 
series-connected device, as shown in Fig. 2: 
J PC J LED J RB GfVi = J (11) 
where JfED is the recombination current through the diode, 
JfB is the current through an RBB diode, and Gf1 is the con-
ductance of a shunt resistor across the ;th junction. The total 
photocurrent, JfG, which flows counter to the other currents, 
includes a negative sign here so that its value will be positive. 
Equation (11) [inserting (6)] can be divided into two current 
terms: a source or injection current and a sink or recombination 
current and reexpressed as 
JP = J- (12a) 
where 
and 
jr^j+jr+J2J> LC ki 
k = \ 
JT J, LED {V) + J^{V)+GfV 
(12b) 
(12c) 
The solution for V(J) relies on an appropriate model for 
each component of these parallel currents. A fairly comprehen-
sive model for the LED current in the junction is given by a 
three-diode model [13] that incorporates a term for 1) radiative 
and nonradiative recombination in the QNR, 2) Shockley-Read-
Hall nonradiative recombination within the junction (aka SNS 
recombination), and 3) Auger recombination. The reverse satu-
ration current densities for each of these recombination mecha-
nisms in junction i are given by Jf1, Jfn, and J°a, respectively. 
The total LED current is then 
jru (v.) = J\ 01 ekT 1 Jf 
lV% 
1 
+J?a e ^ 1 (13) 
where the SNS ideality factor «fNS is not necessarily equal to 2 
[45]. This model can be improved with any other terms needed 
to capture the physics of important recombination mechanisms 
for a given device as long as the recombination current is given 
explicitly as a function of junction voltage. 
In multijunction solar cells, the effects of RBB can be ob-
served in the power-producing quadrant whenever the onset of 
breakdown of the limiting junction is greater than the sum of 
the other junction voltages [35], [46]. The effects of RBB are 
observed increasingly for junctions with low bandgap and high 
doping, such as germanium and 0.7-eV InGaAs junctions. The 
mechanism of breakdown can be avalanche, tunneling, or both. 
Here, we model RBB empirically as a generic diode operating 
in the opposite direction with a large ideality factor nfB : 
j r (Vi) = 
-j} ORB 
-qVj 
1 
o. 
V <0 
V>0. 
(14) 
Alternative models of the RBB have been proposed that in-
voke an avalanche multiplication factor [47]. While these other 
models may have slightly better physical justification, they re-
quire fitting of more parameters without significant improve-
ment in the fit. Further investigation into the applicability of 
these models to particular materials and junctions may be im-
portant, for example, to predict the temperature-dependent be-
havior of RBB. 
Inserting (13) and (14) into (12) results in a single nonlinear 
equation that can be numerically solved for V(J) by searching 
over a rather small range of voltages for external currents, /, 
of interest. Because the LC current is almost always one-way 
by nature, each junction voltage may be solved successively 
starting with the top junction (where the photocurrent is not af-
fected by LC), using LC photocurrents that depend only on the 
light emission of previously calculated junctions using (3), (6), 
and (7). In the case of nf NS = 2, negligible Auger recombina-
tion, reverse breakdown, and shunt conductance, the nonlinear 
equation for V(J) has been solved analytically [12]. 
D. Departures from One-Dimensional Model 
Concentrator multijunction solar cells are generally designed 
for systems that focus light onto only a portion of the device, 
leaving relatively large areas of the device unilluminated. The 
unilluminated portions of the device contain large busbars to 
handle the high currents generated in the relatively small device. 
Consequently, even in laboratory measurements under a uniform 
collimated solar simulator, a relatively large fraction of the de-
vice area may be shadowed from the external light. Measure-
ment of concentrator devices under the G173 direct specification 
allows the busbar area to be subtracted from the total device area 
(A total) scaling the current density by only the illuminated area 
(AlUuTa). If this area definition is used, the dark area of the device 
reduces the voltage by up to AV0C = ^f^ln (Aillnm/Atotal) 
from the predictions of the above model, where m is the number 
of junctions. Improved modeling of the Voc is achieved if we 
perform the calculation based on the total area and assume that 
the external photocurrent that is unshadowed spreads laterally 
to provide a uniform distribution. Therefore, we scale both J^xt 
and J by (Aúlum /Atot!il) to perform the calculation and trans-
late the results to fit data based on the standard measurement 
area. 
The lumped series resistance of this model incorporates many 
sources of resistance including heterojunction barriers, tunnel 
junctions, and laterally distributed resistances defined by the 
grid geometry. The series resistance becomes important at high 
current densities in both dark J-V and concentrated flash mea-
surements, but the direction and path of current flow are quite 
different between these measurements. Therefore, it is not sur-
prising to find that very different i?ser values are required to 
fit the dark J-V and flash measurements. When the series re-
sistance first begins to become important in these experiments, 
a "lumped" series resistance may be sufficient to qualitatively 
describe the behavior, but at very high currents, the voltage 
distribution and current flows can vary significantly over lat-
eral dimensions, requiring a full 3-D implementation of these 
principles, which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CELL PARAMETERS 
No single experiment is sufficient to completely characterize 
this entire complex optoelectronic model of a multijunction solar 
cell. Dark EL measurements are very sensitive to the voltage-
related characteristics of the subcells, and measurements of 
Jsc while varying the external illumination are sensitive to the 
subcell currents and LC. Previous literature treated these two 
experiments separately, but the full model parameters are inter-
related. By fitting the results of the following set of experiments 
to the full model simultaneously, a given multijunction solar 
cell can be fully characterized. The true test of this model for 
a particular device is that these and other measurement results 
can be completely described with a single set of parameters. In 
this section, we describe and fit a suite of measurements that is 
sensitive to all the model parameters using an example of a four-
junction inverted metamorphic (4J DVIM) concentrator solar cell 
[1]. This 4J IMM device incorporates high radiative efficiency 
rear-heterojunction designs in the top two junctions [42], [48]. 
The following measurements, each of which has been 
described previously in the literature as an independent 
measurement, are performed together and fit to the model si-
multaneously: 
A) dark EL [28], [29], [48] 
J e m ( J ; J e x t = 0 ) . 
B) limiting photocurrent under varied illumination [11], [13] 
J ( J f x t ; l / « 0 ) ; 
C) emitted light under varied illumination [33] 
JT(JT;y«o). 
The measurements are performed within a single solar simula-
tor apparatus that consists of multiple independently controlled, 
collimated, high-intensity LED light sources [11], a calibrated 
spectroradiometer to quantitatively measure the emitted and il-
luminating light spectrum [48], isotype RCs that are calibrated 
to the standard reference spectrum (e.g. AMI.5 global, AMI.5 
direct, or AMO), and a high precision source meter. Since con-
centrator solar cells and the corresponding RCs are typically 
relatively small (0.1 cm2 in the example), we only need ho-
mogenous illumination over a relatively small area, but all light 
sources must be pointed to a single spot in space (x, y, z di-
mension) which can be reproducibly accessed by the device 
under test (DUT), RCs, and spectroradiometer. An additional 
measurement (see Section III-D) is performed separately only 
to test the predictions of the model parameters that are fit using 
the first three measurements. 
The model is strongly dependent on the detailed balance 
reverse saturation current density, Jfh, through (3). This pa-
rameter is not fit to the experiments described above, but is 
directly computed from the EQE¿ using (4). In addition, the 
EQE must be known before the illumination can be quantified 
for experiments B and C. EQE measurements of each junc-
tion can be performed using relatively standard equipment with 
voltage- and light-biasing capabilities. Continuously operated 
LEDs (dc) with wavelengths chosen to match each junction are 
used to overilluminate all but the junction of interest, while the 
monochromatic probing light (ac) is chopped at ~300 Hz. Arti-
facts arising from shunts [34] and RBB [35] are reduced through 
voltage-biasing based on J-V curves measured under the EQE 
testing conditions. The effects of LC on the EQE are very real 
and are affected by the measurement conditions. The "actual" 
EQE, which is the response only to the external illumination and 
not luminescence from another junction, is determined numer-
ically using the equations in the appendix of [11] by assuming 
that the "actual" EQE approaches zero asymptotically at short 
wavelengths for junctions with optically thick filtering junctions 
at those short wavelengths. Applying this criterion over a range 
of wavelengths rather than at a single wavelength reduces the 
effects of measurement noise. Similar numerical correction has 
also been shown to apply for any remaining artifacts of shunt-
ing [49]. The spectral correction to the combination of LC and 
shunting effects could also be determined using a pulsed light 
or voltage analysis at a few distinct wavelengths [50]-[52]. 
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Fig. 3. External quantum efficiency (filled curves) and dark EL emission 
(lines) for various external current injections of the 4J IMM. The injected 
current density (mA/cm2) of the colored lines is labeled with the same color. 
The fitting procedure used here involves iteratively adjusting 
the parameters while interactively comparing the model with the 
measured data from all three experiments. This suite of measure-
ments is chosen specifically as a minimum set of experiments 
that will uniquely determine all the parameters through fitting. 
Because the experiments have different sensitivities to different 
parameters, the interdependent parameters can be determined in 
just a few iterations if good initial guesses for the parameters 
are chosen. The model parameters that are most sensitive to 
each measurement are described in detail within each following 
section. 
A. Dark Electroluminescence Measurements 
By electrically forward biasing a solar cell in the dark with 
current, /, and measuring the emitted light spectrum, </>em (A), 
in absolute units of photons/s/nm/cm2, we can experimentally 
determine 
Jfm = 
K&e° C e a s M ^ (15) 
for each junction from EL because the emission is typically a rel-
atively narrow spectral band around the direct bandgap of each 
junction, thereby allowing easy identification of the junction 
of origin from spectrally resolved measurements. The absolute 
calibration of the emitted spectrum can be made assuming an 
infinite plane of Lambertian emission [48], but the finite area of 
the solar cell and the geometry of light collection requires an 
additional wavelength-independent constant, Kgeo, for final ab-
solute calibration. Fig. 3 shows the measured EL emission from 
a 4J IMM along with the corrected EQE. From these spectra, 
individual subcell voltages Vi{J) can be determined over a wide 
range of/by rearranging (3): 
JT n 7 ^kiJ] 
k = \ 
J? 1 (16) 
The sum of the calculated junction voltages by (10) can then 
be compared with the electrically measured dark current V(J) 
to determine Kge°. This comparison must be done below the 
current density where series resistance becomes dominant, but 
at high enough currents to measure the luminescent spectra with 
good signal-to-noise ratio. It is important to note that while EL 
is nominally performed in the dark (Jsext = 0), the light emit-
ted from one junction can strongly illuminate other junctions 
( J ¿ c ^ 0), complicating the analysis. This effect can result in 
a much higher injection current in the second and subsequent 
junctions than the externally applied dark current, but it can be 
calculated by combining (7) and (12b): 
JY 
k = \ 
Tern (17) 
using the EL measured emission of other junctions and the em-
pirical optical coupling parameter ¡3ki which can be determined 
experimentally by simultaneous fitting of the subsequent LC 
measurements. With the strong forward bias applied in EL and 
cascading LC, the actually injection current of the ;th junction 
could be almost as large as i x J for strong LC [30]. The ef-
fects of coupled light emission during dark EL measurements 
on the voltage determined at that measurement condition using 
(16) are much smaller than the effects on the current using (17), 
since they only occur due to the second-order effect of PL at 
short circuit (i.e., % > 0). The experimental values of V¡, J™J, 
and the external radiative efficiency iysext = -fey- are calculated 
from the measured set of Jfm (J) assuming model parameters 
of pki and 7¿ that will be fit more sensitively by the measure-
ments described in Sections III-B and -C, respectively. While 
the EL measurements provide data that are unaffected by series 
resistance, the effect of junction shunt resistance is well cap-
tured. Thus, from each V¡ (J¡n' J or íysext ( J¡n' J curve, we can 
sensitively fit the subcell diode parameters from (13), such as 
Jf1, J?n, nfNS, as well as the shunt conductance. Ef (Jfb,T) 
defined by (5) and ratios relative to Jfb are easier to adjust while 
fitting than the values that vary exponentially with Ef /kT such 
as Jf1, Jfn, etc. r]¡xt (j¡ni) is particularly sensitive [27], [48] 
to Jfl/Jfb (at high currents), to J?n/ (Jfb)1/n (at low cur-
rents), and to «fNS (at low currents). All of these convenient 
ratios are used in Table I to summarize the fit. Note that all four 
subcells are fit with «fNS < 2. A good fit to the electrical J-V 
curve at very low currents is an additional check on J2nfNS-
Fig. 4 shows the EL data of the 4J IMM represented in terms 
of (a) Vi ( 4 n j ) , (b) í7sext (J¿n j), and (c) iff* ( J " j ) . The large 
open markers are the EL data calculated using (15)—(17), along 
with the model fit (lines) using the final fit parameters given in 
Table I. The internal radiative efficiency was calculated using 
the values of P|scand P¿b s taken from [42]. The smaller filled 
markers in Fig. 4(b) and (c) show the significant errors that re-
sult when LC during EL is neglected (i.e., I3ki = 0). Without 
considering LC, the internal radiative efficiency exceeds one for 
the excellent GaAs junction, giving an unphysical result. In this 
4J IMM, we could not achieve high enough current densities to 
observe any effect of Auger recombination. 
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Table. 
B. Measurement of Limiting Photocurrent While Varying 
External Illumination on each Junction Independently 
The measurement and fitting to the simple two-diode model of 
LC has been covered extensively in the literature [11]—[13] using 
TABLE I 
FITTING PARAMETERS U S E D TO CALCULATE A L L M O D E L PREDICTIONS 
Junction i 1 2 3 4 
E¡ (eV) 
J¡x (mA/cm2) 
J,QE (mA/cm2) 
J01/Jdb 4 N S ' 
J0n J (Jib' 1 /» (mA/cm2)»1-"* 
J , 0 » / ( J f ) 3 / 2 (mA/cm2)-1'2 
,2RE 
jORE 
7. 
GJ* (fl 
i l l 1 / " (mA/cm2)!'-"" 
cm 2) 
1.830 
11.96 
12.76 
31 
1.6 
4.5 
0 
0 
0 
0.004 
0 
14.3 
1.404 
11.49 
12.49 
17 
1.8 
42 
0 
0 
0 
0.006 
0 
8.6 
1.049 
11.35 
11.85 
51 
1.4 
14 
0 
0 
0 
0.0022 
0 
10.5 
0.743 
12.28 
11.38 
173 
1.5 
79 
0 
46 
0.3 
0.001 
0 
The model in Section II is fit to the experiments presented in Sections III-A—III-C 
for 4J MM solar cell (MM927nlO) as shown in Figs. 4-7. T = 25 °C, K%°° = 
0.86, A i U u m / A t o t a l = 0.869, R"1 (dsakJ-V) = 0.10 SI •cm2, R"1 (Flash) = 
0.015 n •cm2. Jfb (É¡,T) is given by (5). 
= (defined relative the parameters rf^ = ¡3ki -jhr and^ >¿ = 
to the parameters used here). These parameters are sufficient to 
describe the simpler model with «fNS = 2 when only this mea-
surement is being fit, but the uncertainties were high because 
multiple combinations of rfcf and y>¿ could be found to fit this 
single measurement fairly well. By simultaneously fitting the 
EL data, the uncertainty is dramatically reduced, but to do this, 
it is necessary to separate the emission properties of the junc-
tion from the optical geometric coupling factor—motivating the 
change in nomenclature used here. The experimental technique 
involves measuring 7-Vcurves (or just the limiting photocurrent 
that would be Jsc in the absence of RBB or shunts) while sys-
tematically varying the illuminating spectrum to independently 
and quantitatively vary Jfxt, and fitting the data to a model that 
includes LC. The definition of Jfxt in (1) relies on absolutely 
accurate EQE and illumination spectra, but the uncertainty can 
be reduced by relating it to the suns of illumination on each 
junction, Xi, relative to the 1-sun external photocurrent of that 
junction within the multijunction device for a given reference 
spectrum, J}x, which we leave as a fitting parameter 
J?xt = J, IX Xt (18) 
The illumination relative to a particular reference spectrum 
is quantified by measuring a calibrated RC and the spectrum 
at each measurement illumination condition and calculating X¡ 
making use of a spectral mismatch correction factor [11], [36] 
Xi = 
rillum J RC 
rrefspec 
-'RC 
/ EQE,DUT (k) </>iUum (k) dk • J EQERC (k) < f^ePec ^ dk 
X
 / EQE,DUT (k) <^feP- (k) dk • J EQERC (k) </>illum (k) dk 
(19) 
where J¡j'cum is the measured short-circuit current of the RC, 
and I^cPec is m e calibrated value of that RC under the refer-
ence spectrum <^refsPec (A.). If the EQE of the RC is perfectly 
matched to the DUT, the integrals cancel out, but even if they 
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Fig. 5. "Light" varied illumination measurements. Total Voc, the limiting 
photocurrent = 7(2.7 V), and light emitted from each junction, J"n , is shown 
as the external illumination is varied around 0.7 suns (relative to AMI.5 direct). 
The inset legends show the approximate illumination on the junctions that are 
not intentionally varied. Data (markers) fit using parameters in Table I (solid 
lines). The Voc is overestimated when the dark area correction is not performed 
(colored dashed lines). The external photocurrent supplied to the first junction 
is varied in (a), the second junction is varied in (b), the third junction is varied 
in (c), and the fourth junction is varied in (d). The black vertical dashed line 
indicates where the limiting junction changes. 
are not matched, the uncertainty is reduced since the absolute 
magnitude of both the EQE and illumination spectrum cancel 
out so that only the shapes of the EQE and spectra are important. 
In order to sensitively fit the parameters J}x, I3ki and the 
parameters that describe the nonradiative recombination in (11), 
the spectrum must be varied such that each junction is forced 
to be the limiting current junction. Fig. 5 shows the limiting 
photocurrent (at V = 2.7 V) and Voc as the illumination is varied 
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Fig. 6. "Dark" varied illumination measurements. Total Voc, the limiting photocurrent = 7(2.7 V), and light emitted from each junction, J"a , is shown as 
the external illumination is varied while intentionally limiting a particular junction by leaving that junction in the dark. The inset legends show the approximate 
illumination on the junctions that are not intentionally varied. Data (markers) fit using parameters in Table I (solid lines). The Voc is overestimated when the dark 
area correction is not performed (dashed lines), (a) First junction varied, second junction limited, (b) Second junction varied, third junction limited, (c) Third 
junction varied, fourth junction limited. 
around approximately 0.7 suns on each junction. (The choice 
of 0.7 suns is rather arbitrary but is roughly half the maximum 
light obtainable using the LEDs in this system.) The limiting 
photocurrent in these graphs was measured as the current density 
at 2.7 V rather than 0 V in order to force the fourth junction to 
be limiting because 2.7 V is slightly above the onset of the 
RBB in the fourth junction (described in detail below). The 
slope of the limiting photocurrent as the illumination on that 
limiting junction is varied is very sensitive to J}x. (This region 
is shown in the left portion of each graph in Fig. 5.) We note that 
the external subcell photocurrents calculated from the integrated 
EQE, J^ E = | E Q E P U T (A) ^ A M l s d (x) dl that are also listed 
in Table I, were used as initial guesses and are comparable to 
the model fit J}x within ~1 mA/cm2 giving some idea of the 
uncertainties. The total series-connected Voc is also shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6, but this was primarily fit using the EL data. 
Note that only when J}x and J are corrected by the ratio of 
illuminated to total area as discussed previously is the excellent 
agreement in the Voc achieved. 
The LC behavior of each junction is particularly accentuated 
by illuminating each junction EXCEPT the limiting junction 
while varying the light to the junction above it, as shown in 
Fig. 6. While Jf1 and .Jfn are actually more sensitively deter-
mined from EL measurements (especially because EL can be 
more easily performed at higher and lower current densities), 
they contribute to the nonlinearity of the LC. The overall mag-
nitude of the limiting photocurrent is sensitively fit in Fig. 6 by 
adjusting ¡3ki. 
The presence of shunts and RBB in junctions complicates the 
fitting procedure significantly because in these cases, the Jsc 
of the multijunction solar cell is then not necessarily the limit-
ing photocurrent. RBB is particularly common in low bandgap 
junctions, such as Ge and 0.7-eV InGaAs, but this complication 
can be overcome by measuring the current between the onset 
of breakdown and the maximum power point [11], [35] to es-
timate the limiting photocurrent of that "leaky" junction. The 
shape of the RBB and shunt can be observed (and fit) in the J-V 
curves by significantly limiting that junction during illumination 
to fit the shunt conductance and RBB parameters. Several full 
J-V curves are shown in Fig. 7 for the example 4J IMM where 
the fourth junction is the limiting photocurrent. A distinct RBB 
characteristic is observed, which is fit making use of (14). The 
actual photocurrent in the fourth-junction limited case can be 
measured by using the current density at a voltage above the 
onset of RBB (2.7 V in this case). Once the RBB is well charac-
terized, the model accurately predicts J(V) at every voltage. In 
this example, no significant voltage-independent shunting was 
observed, either in intentionally junction limited J-V curves or 
the EL and dark J-V curves, where they become obvious with a 
linear slope. 
C. Measurement of Emitted Light While Varying External 
Illumination on Each Junction Independently 
The mechanism of light emission (voltage-driven EL or 
voltage-independent PL) that gives rise to LC is not obvi-
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Fig. 7. Light J—V curves with fourth junction limited showing RBB of the 
fourth junction until another junction becomes limiting (red). Data (markers) 
and fit (lines). 
ous from the previously outlined measurements. Indeed, the 
voltage-independent PL contribution had not been recognized 
until recently [33]. When the Jsc of a multijunction solar cell 
is measured while a particular junction is limiting as described 
in the previous subsection, the limiting junction is in reverse 
bias (Mim < 0), while all other junctions are in forward bias 
(Vi « Vf G). Thus, any LC that occurs and results in a change of 
the limiting junction photocurrent always includes both voltage-
driven EL and voltage-independent PL components making it 
difficult to separate the effects. Any light emitted from the lim-
iting junction (which is in reverse bias) comes only from the 
voltage-independent PL mechanism, but will never contribute 
LC to the measured Jsc, because the junction to which it is trans-
ferred is, by construction, not the limiting junction. Therefore, 
a measurement of the light emitted from the limiting junction 
while varying only the external illumination on that limiting 
junction is the best way to quantify 7¿ in individual junctions 
of multijunction solar cells. This measurement can be taken si-
multaneously with the LC measurements from Section III-B as 
long as the wavelengths of the external light sources are chosen 
so that they do not overlap with the wavelengths of the emitted 
light. J?m is measured as outlined in Section III-A, while X¿ is 
varied and quantified as outlined in Section III-B. It is important 
during this measurement that any nearby devices that are left 
at open-circuit are masked to prevent inadvertent detection of 
their higher PL than the intended device at lower voltages. 
When the first junction of this 4J IMM is limiting, as in 
Fig. 8(a), there is a significant increase in the emission from 
the first junction as the illumination on the first junction is in-
creased, confirming the importance of the voltage-independent 
PL emission in this junction. The effect can also be seen in the 
left side of the bottom panel of Fig. 5(a), where the integration 
of the emitted spectra is also observed to increase even though 
the first junction is in reverse bias. (Some spectral overlap with 
the 740-nm LED light makes good absolute quantification dif-
ficult.) Once the first junction is no longer limiting in Fig. 5(a), 
the slope of that increase changes, indicating an additional 
contribution from the EL portion. Likewise, Fig. 8(b) corre-
sponding to the left side of Fig. 5(b) shows a strong effect of 
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Fig. 8. Emission spectra (and reflection of LED illumination) for various LED 
illumination intensities while (a) the first junction is limiting and (b) the second 
junction is limiting. The colored lines indicate spectra under different LED 
illumination as one LED is varied. The arrows show increasing LED illumination 
and the resulting increasing or decreasing PL emission, as quantified in Fig. 5(a) 
and (b). The EQE is shown in the background for reference. 
TABLE II 
SHORT-CIRCUIT PL RATIO J¡ FOR A VARIETY O F SINGLE-JUNCTION 
SOLAR CELLS 
Eg (eV) Material Junction design Growth direction Absorber doping 7, 
1.8 
1.8 
1.4 
1.4 
GalnP 
GalnP 
GaAs 
GaAs 
RHJ 
Traditional 
RHJ 
Traditional 
Inverted 
Inverted 
inverted 
upright 
n-type 
p-type 
n-type 
p-type 
0.0062 
0.0002 
0.0036 
0.0001 
the voltage-independent PL emission from the second junction. 
Fitting of the slope of Jfm as X¿ is varied when junction i is 
limiting is sensitive to the parameter 7¿ in multijunction charac-
terization. Since this voltage-independent PL is a second-order 
effect relative to the much stronger voltage-driven EL, and 
spectral overlap can be difficult to remove entirely, 7¿ can be 
difficult to quantify accurately within multijunction devices us-
ing the simple integration over finite limits as described by (15). 
Improved quantification could be achieved by a more complex 
fitting of the various emission peaks. 
Given these uncertainties, 7¿ is more easily observed as 
the slope of Jfm versus Jsc in single-junction isotypes as de-
scribed in [33]. Table II lists the results of several designs of 
single-junction devices for comparison with the results in 
Table I. The magnitude of 7¿ is also affected by its optical 
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Fig. 9. T-HIPSS concentrator flash measurements (markers) and fit predic-
tions (lines) of 4J IMM device characterized in previous sections. Only the 
series resistance was fit again here, as discussed in the text. The measured pho-
tocurrent ratios {XÍ/XI} = {1.0 : 1.002 : 1.001 : 0.991} were also used for 
the model fit. Measurements assume linearity of concentration and maximum 
power with the one-sun short-circuit current as determined from the model. 
environment (e.g., BSR); therefore, the single-junction value 
cannot be taken directly from this table to use in multijunc-
tion fitting. However, in general, these values illustrate that a 
junction design with a predominately n-type absorber, such as 
a rear-heterojunction design [42], [48], has much higher 7¿ as 
predicted due to its lower minority carrier mobility [31]. While 
ji may be difficult to detect in multijunction solar cells without 
measuring the emission directly, its effect on the modeled cell 
performance can be pronounced. 
D. Concentrator flash Measurements 
A good simultaneous fit of all the experimental data of the 
previous three subsections should completely characterize any 
series-connected multijunction solar cell, but the model's real 
usefulness lies in its ability to predict the performance under 
other conditions such as high-concentration flash measurements 
and varying real-world outdoor spectra. Comparing these pre-
dictions to flash measurements is only valid if the flash measure-
ments are well characterized. Previous generations of concen-
trator flash simulators were not spectrally adjustable for more 
than two junctions [53], but a recently available tunable high-
intensity solar simulator (T-HIPSS) can be adjusted fairly well to 
{Xi, X2, X'¿,...} = {C, C,C,...} over a wide range of con-
centrations, C. More importantly, the complete characterization 
of {Xi} is at least attempted. In Fig. 9, we show a comparison 
of the predictions of this model to the T-HIPSS flash measure-
ments of the device over a range of concentrations. The voltages 
and efficiency as a function of concentration predicted by this 
model using only the parameters determined previously (ex-
cept i?ser) fit the flash data quite well. Unfortunately, the fill 
factor measured here as a function of concentration is quite 
noisy, obscuring the expected trends that the model shows. The 
approximate magnitude of the fill factor, however, is in good 
agreement with the predictions of the model. 
When this model fits flash data well, it also provides insight 
into how the device is operating under these conditions and 
the sensitivity to the input parameters. For example, the model 
can indicate which junction is limiting under given input con-
ditions and how much the fill factor may be changed when 
the nonlimiting junction is overilluminated. It is important to 
note again here that the lumped series resistance under high-
intensity illumination is not well predicted by the high current 
density forward-bias darkJ-Vmeasurements due to the differing 
three dimensional current paths between electrically and opti-
cally generated current and the asymmetry of the heterojunction 
barrier resistances [54]. In these measurements, current was ex-
tracted from two busbars on opposite sides of the grid during 
flash measurements but only using one busbar during dark J-V 
measurements, further exacerbating the difference in the fitting 
of the lumped series resistance here. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The complex behavior of series-connected multjunction so-
lar cells has been described by a comprehensive optoelec-
tronic model that incorporates two important mechanisms for 
light emission: series and shunt resistances and multiple real-
istic recombination mechanisms. An empirical fitting to this 
model using a finite number of electrical and optical laboratory 
characterization measurements is outlined and used to predict 
performance under arbitrary operating conditions. This model 
can facilitate improved understanding of high concentration 
measurements and will allow improved predictions of energy 
production in varying real-world environments. 
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